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CLN025 is one of the smallest fast-folding proteins. Until now it has not been reported that CLN025 can
autonomously fold to its native conformation in a classical, all-atom, and isothermal–isobaric molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation. This article reports the autonomous and repeated folding of CLN025 from a
fully extended backbone conformation to its native conformation in explicit solvent in multiple 500-ns
MD simulations at 277 K and 1 atm with the ﬁrst folding event occurring as early as 66.1 ns. These sim-
ulations were accomplished by using AMBER forceﬁeld derivatives with atomic masses reduced by 10-
fold on Apple Mac Pros. By contrast, no folding event was observed when the simulations were repeated
using the original AMBER forceﬁelds of FF12SB and FF14SB. The results demonstrate that low-mass MD
simulation is a simple and generic technique to enhance conﬁgurational sampling. This technique may
propel autonomous folding of a wide range of miniature proteins in classical, all-atom, and
isothermal–isobaric MD simulations performed on commodity computers—an important step forward
in quantitative biology.
 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).1. Introduction
CLN025 is one of the smallest fast-folding proteins that folds
into a b-hairpin with a sequence of YYDPETGTWY according to
both its X-ray crystal and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
structures (Fig. 1A and B) [1]. Autonomous and repeated folding
of CLN025 has been observed in a classical, all-atom, canonical,
and 106-ls molecular dynamics (MD) simulation performed on a
one-of-a-kind, proprietary, special-purpose computer [2]. This arti-
cle reports the use of low atomic masses to speed up conﬁgura-
tional sampling in MD simulations and its successful application
to autonomous folding of CLN025 in classical, all-atom, isother-
mal–isobaric, and 500-ns MD simulations with TIP3P water [3] at
the same temperature and pressure conditions (277 K and 1 atm)
as those used for the experimental folding study of CLN025 [1].2. Materials and methods
2.1. Folding simulation protocol
A fully extended backbone conformation of CLN025 was gener-
ated by MacPyMOL Version 1.5.0 (Schrödinger LLC, Portland, OR)
and solvated with 1532 TIP3P water molecules to keep the closest
distance between any atom of CLN025 and the edge of the periodic
solvent box at 8.2 Å using LEAP of AmberTools 1.5 (University of
California, San Francisco). Because pH 5.7 was used for the NMR
structure determination for CLN025 [1], two sodium ions were
added for neutrality of the protein. Four sodium chloride molecules
were also added to keep the ionic strength of the system at
143 mM NaCl. Although the ionic strength used for the NMR
study was 20 mM Na3PO4 [1], in this study 143 mM NaCl was
used to minimize the intermolecular interaction of CLN025 with
its periodic image during the MD simulations. Using FF12SB or
its derivatives as described in Section 3, the solvated and slightly
brined CLN025 was then energy-minimized for 100 cycles of steep-
est-descent minimization followed by 900 cycles of conjugate-gra-
dient minimization to remove close van der Waals contacts using
SANDER of AMBER 11 (University of California, San Francisco),
heated from 0 to 277 K at a rate of 10 K/ps under constant temper-
ature and volume, and ﬁnally simulated in ten independent MD
Fig. 1. Native and native-like conformations of CLN025 obtained from experimental and computational studies and their Ca and Cb root mean square deviations
(CabRMSDs). (A) The NMR structure [1]. (B) The crystal structure [1]. (C) A native-like conformation obtained from simulations using FF12SBlm. (D) Another native-like
conformation obtained from simulations using FF12SBlm. (E) The time-averaged conformation of the largest cluster of conformations obtained from the simulations using
FF12SBlm. (F) The representative conformation of the largest cluster of conformations obtained from simulations using FF12SBlm. (G) The time-averaged conformation of the
largest cluster of conformations obtained from the simulations using FF14SBlm. (H) The representative conformation of the largest cluster of conformations obtained from the
simulations using FF14SBlm. (I): The time-averaged conformation of the second largest cluster of conformations obtained from the simulations using FF14SBlm. (J) The
representative conformation of the second largest cluster of conformations obtained from the simulations using FF14SBlm.
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condition at a constant temperature of 277 K and a constant
pressure of 1 atm with isotropic molecule-based scaling.
The ten unique seed numbers for initial velocities of Simulations
1–10 are 1804289383, 846930886, 1681692777, 1714636915,
1957747793, 424238335, 719885386, 1649760492, 596516649,
and 1189641421, respectively. All simulations used (1) a dielectric
constant of 1.0, (2) the Berendsen coupling algorithm [4], (3) the
Particle Mesh Ewald method to calculate long-range electrostatic
interactions [5], (4) a time step of 1.0 fs, (5) SHAKE-bond-length
constraints applied to all the bonds involving the H atom, (6) a pro-
tocol to save the image closest to themiddle of the ‘‘primary box’’ to
the restart and trajectory ﬁles, (7) a formatted restart ﬁle, and (8)
default values of all other inputs of PMEMD. Each simulation was
performed on a 12-core Apple Mac Pro with Intel Westmere
(2.40/2.93 GHz). Trajectories were saved at 100-ps intervals in all
simulations.2.2. Folding simulation analysis
The native conformations of CLN025 in the NMR and crystal
structures have Tyr2 and Trp9 on one side of the b-sheet and
Tyr1 and Tyr10 on the other side [1] (Fig. 1A and B). Interest-
ingly, analysis of the trajectories obtained from MD simulations
showed that CLN025 could fold to native-like b-hairpins with
Tyr1, Trp9, and Tyr10 on one side of the b-sheet and Tyr2 on
the other side (Fig. 1C) or with Tyr1 and Trp9 on one side
and Tyr2 and Tyr10 on the other side (Fig. 1D). The lowest Ca
and Cb root mean square deviation (CabRMSD) between one
of the native-like b-hairpins and the NMR structure is 2.08 Å,
whereas the corresponding Ca root mean square deviation is
1.33 Å. The CabRMSD between the NMR and crystal structures
is 1.95 Å. Therefore, to distinguish the native b-hairpins from
the native-like ones, conformations with CabRMSDs of 61.96 Årelative to the NMR structure are considered to be at the native
or folded state.
A folding event of CLN025 in an MD simulation is delineated by
(1) a smoothed curve of CabRMSD over simulation time (Fig. 2), (2)
an average folding time (Table 1), and (3) an overall native-state
population (Table 1). The smoothed curves were generated by
the PRISM program from GraphPad Software (La Jolla, California)
using 32 neighbors on each size and 6th order of the smoothing
polynomial. The native-state population of a simulation is the
number of conformations with CabRMSDs of 61.96 Å divided by
all conformations obtained from the simulation. If the native-state
population of a simulation is 61.5%, the conformations with
CabRMSDs of 61.96 Å are considered to be too transient to consti-
tute a folding event. In other words, if a simulation captures a fold-
ing event, the native-state population of this simulation must be
>1.5%. The overall native-state population is the number of confor-
mations with CabRMSDs of 61.96 Å obtained from a set of simula-
tions divided by all conformations of the set. A folding time—
deﬁned as the time to fold a protein from a fully extended back-
bone conformation to its native conformation—is obtained from
the ﬁrst time when CabRMSD reaches 61.96 Å in a simulation that
must have its native-state population of >1.5%. If a simulation does
not capture a folding event, the folding time is considered to be
greater than the entire simulation time.
The average folding time and the overall native-state population
of a set of simulations are provided to complement the smoothed
CabRMSD-vs-time curve that does not display short folding events.
Although the smoothed CabRMSD-vs-time curve is informative
with regard to unfolding and refolding events in a simulation, its
limitation is that display of CabRMSD-vs-time curves for a set of
simulations requires toomuch page space. By deﬁnition, the overall
native-state population is less stochastic than the average folding
time. Therefore, the overall native-state population is a better
descriptor of protein folding in multiple MD simulations than the
CabRMSD-vs-time curve or the average folding time.
Fig. 2. Smoothed time series of Ca and Cb root mean square deviation (CabRMSD) of CLN025. SN: Simulation N. NSP: Native-state population. FT: Folding time.
Table 1
Folding of CLN025 in 500-ns molecular dynamics simulations with TIP3P Water at
277 K and 1 atm.
Forceﬁeld Number of
simulations
Number of
simulations with a
folding event
Overall native-
state
population (%)
Average
folding
time (ns)
FF12SB 10 0 0 >500
FF14SB 10 0 0 >500
FF12SBlm 10 3 13 >407.4
FF14SBlm 10 4 16 >391.3
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A two-step cluster analysis of the CLN025 trajectories obtained
from MD simulations that captured a folding event was performed
using PTRAJ of AmberTools 1.5 with the average-linkage algorithm
[6]. Cluster analysis of 13,200 trajectories saved at 100-ps intervals
during the 61–500 ns period of Simulations 2, 5, and 9 using
FF12SBlm was ﬁrst done using epsilon of 2.0 Å and root mean
square coordinate deviation on Ca of residues 1–10. All the trajec-
tories in the most populated cluster were then clustered using
epsilon of 2.0 Å and root mean square coordinate deviation on all
carbon atoms of residues 1, 2, 9, and 10. A total of 16,164 trajecto-
ries saved at 100-ps intervals during the 96–500 ns period of Sim-
ulations 2, 3, 7, and 9 using FF14SBlm were clustered using the
same protocol as the one for the FF12SBlm trajectories. CabRMSDs,
Ca root mean square deviations, and all carbon atom root mean
square deviations (CRMSDs) were calculated automatically usingPTRAJ of AmberTools 1.5 or manually using ProFit V2.6 (http://
www.bioinf.org.uk/software/proﬁt/).3. Results and discussion
3.1. Low-mass molecular dynamics simulation
An MD simulation is designed to computationally simulate the
time-dependent behavior of a system of particles by solving New-
ton’s equations of motion for all the particles as a function of time
[7]. In an MD simulation, the product of the particle mass and the
particle acceleration is calculated as the derivative of the potential
energy of the particle with respect to its position (miai = dEi/dri).
When all particle masses of the system are purposefully reduced,
accelerations of all the particles increase, and consequently the
transition time from one conﬁguration to the other decreases. This
reasoning inspired the use of low atomic masses to speed up con-
ﬁgurational sampling in MD simulations.
Bonds, except for those involving hydrogen, cannot be con-
strained in MD simulations when using MD simulation programs
with high parallel-computing efﬁciency such as PMEMD. Because
of this limitation, masses of heavy atoms cannot be set too low,
otherwise a time step of <1.0 fs has to be used to avoid system
instability. The speed of an MD simulation is inversely related to
the time step used in the simulation. There is an intricate balance
between the desire to decrease atomic masses and the desire to
increase time step. After years of performing low-mass MD
(LMD) simulations with various proteins including metalloproteins
[8–19], this author ﬁnds that reducing atomic masses by 10-fold
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simulations with a time step of 1.0 fs and a temperature of 6340 K
without compromising system stability.
The substantial enhancement of conﬁgurational sampling of
LMD simulation is demonstrated below by the inability to autono-
mously fold CLN025 in MD simulations using current AMBER
forceﬁelds FF12SB [20] and FF14SB [21] and the ability to autono-
mously fold CLN025 in MD simulations using FF12SBlm and
FF14SBlm that are revised from FF12SB and FF14SB, respectively,
by reducing atomic masses by an order of magnitude.
3.2. Autonomous folding of CLN025 by FF12SBlm or FF14SBlm
As shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, FF12SBlm was able to fold
CLN025 from a fully extended backbone conformation to its NMR
structure in three out of ten classical, all-atom, isothermal–
isobaric, and 500-ns MD simulations at 277 K and 1 atm with an
overall native-state population of 13% and an average folding time
of >407.4 ns (Table 1). The shortest folding time of the three
simulations shown in Fig. 2 is 66.1 ns.
To conﬁrm the folding events and to obtain time-averaged
structures for insight into side-chain mobility of CLN025 in the
folded state, a cluster analysis of all the trajectories of CLN025
saved at 100-ps intervals during the 61–500 ns period of Simula-
tions 2, 5, and 9 was performed using root mean square coordinate
deviation of Ca between two CNL025 trajectories. According to this
analysis, there are a total of 149 clusters. Of these clusters, only one
cluster is highly populated and has 9142 conformations that
account for 69.3% of all 13,200 conformations used in the cluster
analysis. All other clusters have populations of 61.7%. Using mean
square coordinate deviation of all carbon atoms of residues 1, 2, 9,
and 10 between two CNL025 trajectories, a cluster analysis of all
conformations of the most populated cluster identiﬁed ten sub-
clusters with populations of >1.0%. The most populated sub-cluster
has 5140 conformations accounting for 56.2% of all conformation
in the most populated cluster. All other sub-clusters have popula-
tions of 610.0%.
The time-averaged conformation of the most populated sub-
cluster has a CabRMSD of 1.38 Å relative to the NMR structure.
As shown in Fig. 1E, the side chains of Tyr1, Trp9, and Try10 are
highly contracted in the time-averaged conformation, suggesting
that the side chains of residues 1, 9, and 10 are more mobile than
that of residue 2 at the folded state. The representative conforma-
tion of this sub-cluster has a CabRMSD of 1.59 Å relative to the
NMR structure (Fig. 1F). The time-averaged and representative
conformations have CRMSDs of 1.80 Å and 2.11 Å relative to the
NMR structure, respectively. Interestingly, when compared to the
crystal structure of CLN025 [1], the corresponding CRMSDs
increase to 2.80 Å and 2.90 Å, respectively. These results show that
FF12SBlm is able to autonomously fold CLN025 in water to confor-
mations that resemble more the solution NMR structure than the
solid crystal structure.
Using 2000 conformations saved at 100-ps intervals during the
200-ns period of Simulation 2, a video was made to unequivocally
demonstrate the ability of FF12SBlm to autonomously fold
CLN025 in a classical, all-atom, isothermal–isobaric, and 500-ns
MD simulation with TIP3P water [3] at 277 K and 1 atm (Video
S1). Consistent with the observed contractions of three aromatic
side chains of the time-averaged conformation shown in Fig. 1E,
Video S1 shows spinning of the two terminal phenolic rings and
rotation of the indole ring.
Under the same simulation conditions, FF14SBlm folded
CLN025 in four out of ten MD simulations with an overall native-
state population of 16% and an average folding time of >391.3 ns
(Fig. 2, Table 1, and Video S2). The shortest folding time of the four
simulations shown in Fig. 2 is 96.2 ns. Following the proceduredescribed above, the ﬁrst-step clustering identiﬁed 181 clusters.
One cluster has 11,486 conformations (71.1%). All other clusters
have populations of 62.1%. The second-step clustering identiﬁed
three sub-clusters with populations of >8.5%. Sub-clusters 25, 7,
and 1 have 3879 (33.8%), 2490 (21.7%), and 2446 (21.3%) confor-
mations, respectively. The conformations in the two most-popu-
lated sub-clusters represent the native b-hairpins, while the
conformations in the least populated sub-cluster represent one of
the native-like b-hairpins. Relative to the NMR structure, the
time-averaged and representative conformations of Sub-clusters
25, 7, and 1 have CRMSDs of 1.76 Å and 2.16 Å, 1.78 Å and
1.95 Å, and 4.95 Å and 4.96 Å, respectively. Relative to the crystal
structure, the corresponding CRMSDs change to 2.76 Å and
2.96 Å, 2.09 Å and 2.27 Å, and 4.52 Å and 4.67 Å, respectively.
These results show that FF14SBlm is also able to autonomously
fold CLN025 in water to conformations that resemble more the
solution NMR structure than the solid crystal structure.
Interestingly, the time-averaged conformation of the most pop-
ulated sub-cluster (Fig. 1G) shows substantial contractions of all
four aromatic side chains of CLN025. These contractions are differ-
ent from the contractions observed in the simulations using
FF12SBlm and suggest that the side chains of residues 1, 9, and 10
are as mobile as that of residue 2 at the folded state. The difference
with regard to the mobility of Tyr2 between the simulations using
FF12SBlm and FF14SBlm reveals the sensitivity of sub-microsecond
LMD simulations to side-chain torsion forceﬁeld parameters.
3.3. Conﬁgurational sampling enhancement
Under the same simulation conditions, none of the simulations
using FF12SB or FF14SB captured a folding event. By contrast,
FF12SBlm and FF14SBlm folded CLN025 in three and four out of
ten 500-ns MD simulations at 277 K and 1 atm with overall
native-state populations of 13% and 16%, respectively. The average
folding times observed in the simulations using FF12SBlm and
FF14SBlm are >407.4 ns and >391.3 ns, respectively. These results
demonstrate substantial enhancement of conﬁgurational sampling
in LMD simulations. In addition, the results of the LMD simulations
indicate that CLN025 will likely fold in an MD simulation using
FF12SB or FF14SB, if the duration of the simulation is extended
by 10-fold. The results also show that FF14SB is an improved force-
ﬁeld for autonomous folding of CLN025 over FF12SB.
3.4. Advantages and disadvantages of LMD simulation
Because LMD simulation uses 0.1008 Da for hydrogen, there are
disadvantages with this technique. All bonds involving hydrogen
must be constrained in an LMD simulation. To avoid system insta-
bility caused by long time steps or by high temperatures, the time
step and temperature used in an LMD simulation must be 61.0 fs
and 6340 K. The kinetics obtained from LMD simulations cannot
be compared directly to the kinetics determined experimentally,
although the relative kinetics of two systems can be compared to
the corresponding experimental data. To perform an LMD simula-
tion on a graphics-processing unit, there is the inconvenience of re-
compiling PMEMD_CUDA of AMBER 12 (University of California,
San Francisco) using 0.1008 Da for hydrogen. Preliminary studies
using PMEMD_CUDA of AMBER 12 suggest that the system be
equilibrated ﬁrst on a central processing unit and then simulated
on a graphics-processing unit.
Nevertheless, temperatures of biological systems rarely exceed
340 K, and in theory the improvement of conﬁgurational sampling
in LMD simulations is approximately 10 fold. To perform LMD sim-
ulations using the AMBER package [21], all that is required is an
frcmod ﬁle with atomic masses reduced by 10-fold. The LMD sim-
ulation technique is not restricted to the AMBER forceﬁeld, and it
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techniques to achieve even a higher efﬁciency of conﬁgurational
sampling. For example, when LMD simulation is combined with
techniques that lower potential energy barriers by shortening
CAH bonds and zeroing protein backbone torsion potentials to
accelerate sampling, autonomous folding of a tryptophan zipper
[22], a tryptophan cage [23], a villin headpiece subdomain [24],
and a zinc ﬁnger analog [25] can be simulated in classical, all-atom,
isothermal–isobaric, and 300-ns MD simulations performed on
Apple Mac Pros (Y.-P. Pang’s unpublished work). In addition, the
LMD simulation technique is not restricted to protein folding; it
can be applied to homology protein structure reﬁnement, simula-
tions of ligand–receptor complexation and allosteric modulation,
drug free energy binding calculations, and simulations of polynu-
cleotides and non-biological substances. As a simple and generic
conﬁgurational sampling enhancement technique, LMD simula-
tions may propel autonomous folding of a wide range of miniature
proteins in classical, all-atom, and isothermal–isobaric MD simula-
tions performed on commodity computers—an important step for-
ward in quantitative biology.
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